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As yOll kIlOW, the Society is making a digitalarchive o£NA1JONAL ~EOGRAPmC magazine
from 1888 through 1996. The Complete NATiONAL GEOGRAPHIC: 108 Years ofNATIONAL
GEOGRAPIIlC Magazine on CD-ROMcontains adigital imageof everypage or the magazine,
including advertisements, without. any changes,additions, or modifications. '

ThisCD-ROM contains a searchengine based on the National Geographic Society
proprietary indexing scheme. It does not allowusers to cutand paste photographs or text, and
while photographs and text canbe printed, the quality is inferior to a photocopy of the magazine
itself.

ThcNATIONAL GEOGRAf'HIC on CD-ROMwas designed as a low-cost reference tool for
educators, librarians, students, and families. Producing a CD-ROM ofthis'size is an expensive
proposition. We havedeliberately priced the 30-volume set at $199 to make it more affordable
for educational institutions and families.

The 40-million-dollar CD-ROM marketing and distribution contract withMindscape, Inc.,
that some of you have read about in the media covers II titlesavera three-year period, including
1771: National Geographic Photo Gallery, Really, WildAnimals, GeoBee Challenge, and The
Complete NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC: 108 Years ofNATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC Magazine 011CD-ROM.
These four titles will be released in 1997, and sevenadditional products are scheduled for release
in 1998. This $40 million represents the total retail sales Mindscape hopes to generate from its
distribution arrangement. National Geographic's expected proceeds are a small fraction ofthis
amount; the Society does not expectto do morethan breakeven on these products. Kodak is
identified as a sponsorof the project as part ofa largeradvertising arrangement with the Society.

We are aware that somephotographers and writers, whosework has appeared in NATIONAL
GE()(,RM'H rc and, therefore, will be in the CD-ROMarchive, are questioning whether they will be
paidIor this use of theirwork. As DirectororCD-ROM Product Management. I want to convey
to you the Society's position on tllis matter. . . .
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This does not lend itselfto a simple or easyexplanation, as it is a blend ofcopyright law,
magazine publishing lore, NationalGeographic contract interpretation, etc., but I will attempt to
summarize. Because the CD-ROMarchive consistsofan exact imageofevery page as it was
originally published, this reissuance (or reprint) is nota "further editorial use" ofmaterial such as
requires additional payment to the photographers whose contracts commit the Society to payment
under those circumstances. The Society holds copyrights in the magazine issues as collective
works, and we believe that the continuing copyrights permitthe Society to republish its magazine
archive in this CD-ROM. delivery mechanism. This is comparable to magazines being made
available on microfiche,

Beyond this, I don't want to make any blanket statementabout individualized contracts. I
do want to state, however, that the NATIONAL GEOGRAP!IlC on CD-ROM is a unique situation.
The Society does pay, where appropriate, for electronic/digital reproduction rights. For example,
we will pay photographersfor the digital rights to another CD-ROM-171l? National Geographic
Photo Ga/lery-a product which is clearly a "further.editorial use" of preexisting material. We
have also paid for digital rights on allother interactive products including CD-ROMs and Web
site content modules. It has been, and will continue to be, the Society's position to pay fair
marketvalue for the content wc publish.

Sincerely,
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